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Another financial year is almost at an end, and so 

here are a few new developments to be aware of, as 

well as some general reminders that continue to 

apply. 

 

As always, note the disclaimer at the bottom of the 

page and please make sure you contact me to discuss 

any tax plans before acting on them, just to make 

sure that they will be effective for your circumstances. 

 
I understand that tax is not the most exciting subject 

to read about, but at the very least please read the first 

section of this newsletter so that you know what to 

expect with appointment arrangements this year . . . 

 
 

WE ARE GOING “VIRTUAL” 

 
Due to the lockdowns and compulsory remote working 
arrangements last year, we had to transition to a 
“virtual” accounting practice. My receptionist Laura 
has been working from home since last July, and we 
have completely reworked our processes to make them 
entirely electronic. All appointments for the past 12 
months have been either by phone or over “Zoom”. 
These arrangements have been working so well that we 
do not want to go back to the way it was, and so I have 

decided to continue like this indefinitely. 
 

This will mean that I will no longer be taking any 

“in-person” appointments (but see below if you are a 

substantial business client). 

 
By now, most of you have had at least one “virtual” 
appointment. Many clients have commented on how 
convenient this has been. 
 
Just call us as usual to arrange an appointment time. 
You can choose either phone or “Zoom”. Laura will 
send you an SMS reminder prior to the appointment 
time (and the zoom codes, if applicable). 
 
There are two other alternatives: 

1. By email: Send your information to: 
(tony@kmtconsulting.com.au). Please see the 
website for a list of the information we need. 
With payment summaries and many other income 
details now available online, it is usually not 
necessary to send document copies unless you are 
running a small business, own a rental property or 
have other specific circumstances. If there is a 
need for copies of documents, these can be either 
emailed, uploaded through our website, or 
physically delivered prior to the appointment. 

2. You can use the template on our website: 
(www.kmtconsulting.com.au -  see the “Online 
Submission” page). With payment summaries and 
many other income details now available online, 
there is usually no need to attach any additional 
documentation, and we can usually process it 

faster than if you had to wait for an appointment 
time. Be assured that this is NOT a rushed 

process. I handle all tax return preparation 
personally, and I will contact you to seek 
additional information or to clarify matters if 
required. 
 

Business Clients 

If you are a client with substantial business operations, 
you have likely already been dealing with us either 
over the phone or by email for some years, so there 
will be no change for you. (Please note, however, that 
an exception can be made only for these clients where 
there is a genuine need for an appointment to be “in-
person”). 
 
 

INDIVIDUALS 

 
2022 Individual Tax Rates 

There have been no changes to these for the 2021-22 
year. However, as announced in the most recent 
Federal Budget, there has been a change to the . . .  
 

 
LAMITO 

This acronym stands for the “Low and Medium 

Income Tax Offset” which was to have been phased 
out last year. The government has announced that this 
remains in place for the 2021-22 year and has been 
increased by $420 to a maximum of $1,500. The 
maximum LAMITO available will depend on an 
individual’s income level: 
 
Taxable income  Maximum Offset 
$48,000 or less  $   675 
$90,000 or less  $1,500 
 
After $90,000, the offset gradually phases out to zero at 
an income of $126,000. Please note that this is a non-
refundable offset, which means that it will only result 
in an increased refund if your income would otherwise 
have been taxable for the year. In other words, if your 
income is below the tax-free threshold, or if you would 
otherwise be entitled to a refund of all tax paid or 
withheld, then the offset will not make any difference 
to your tax outcome.  
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Home Office Expenses 

You may have heard that there is a flat rate of 80c per 
hour that you can use as a “shortcut” to claim for home 
office expenses with very little substantiation, (other 
than how you reasonably calculated the hours being 
claimed). 
 
HOWEVER, this “shortcut” is not as generous as it 
may appear. If you use this method, you cannot 

separately claim any other office expenses. Just to be 
clear . . . The 80c per hour method is a “catch-all” 
method. If you use it, you cannot also separately claim 
for items such as electricity, cleaning, mobile phone, 
internet, stationery, office furniture or computer 
equipment.  
 
So, my advice is to keep records of these expenses as 
you otherwise would have. If your actual expenses are 
modest, then the “80c method” may still be suitable for 
you. If, however, your actual expenses are significant, 
it may be better to stick with the “old” approach and 
separately claim the actual expenses that you can 
substantiate. 
 
Travel Expenses 

With so many people having worked from home these 
past 2 years, a question that has often arisen is: “If I 

have set up an office at home but travel to my place of 

work to pick up some files or attend meetings, is that 

travel deductible?” Unfortunately, the short answer is 
NO. Since you are travelling to what was previously 
your usual place of work, the ATO views this the same 
as home-to-work travel, which has always been non-
deductible. 
 
COVID-19 Test Expenses 

Expenses for COVID-19 tests (including Rapid 
Antigen Tests) have been made deductible. But there 
are some limitations you need to be aware of: 
 

 The test MUST have been taken to ascertain 
whether you could attend work. Tests for other 
purposes (eg: whether a child can attend school) 
are NOT deductible. 

 Only the cost of the test itself is deductible. 
Travel or other related expenses cannot be 
claimed. 

 You must be able to substantiate the expense. 
This means keeping copies of supplier invoices. 
(But note that any such expenses prior to 31 
March 2022 – when this law was enacted – can be 
substantiated using bank or credit card 
statements). 

 
ATO Data-Matching 

For some years now, the ATO has been fine-tuning its 
ability to track down undeclared income from various 
sources. It now has very sophisticated systems to 
compare and “match” information from third parties 
with information declared on tax returns.  
 

For example, the following organizations and payment 
platforms (among others) report all payments made to 
their members or others registered with them: 
 

 EFTPOS and credit card (ie: merchant) payment 
systems, including “Square” and other 
providers. 

 Online selling platforms such as Ebay, Gumtree 
or CarSales. 

 AirBnB rentals. 

 Uber and other “ride-sharing” services. 
 
If you receive any income through these types of 
payment platforms, it is essential that you keep proper 
records and declare all assessable income earned. 
 
Cryptocurrency 

This one can easily slip through the cracks, and it is 
easy to forget that you may have “dabbled” in 
cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin or Etherium. These 
trading platforms also report transactions to the ATO, 
which means that the ATO knows if you have sold 

any cryptocurrencies, even where the monetary 

amounts are small, and even if you did not make a 

profit. 
 
Cryptocurrencies are generally treated as investments, 
which means that disposals and sales are treated either 
as capital gains or losses.  
 
A capital gain or loss will arise on the disposal of 
cryptocurrency in any of the following situations: 

 It is sold and converted into Australian dollars 
(or, another currency, in which case the AUD 
equivalent must be used). 

 It is exchanged for another cryptocurrency, in 
which case the “proceeds” will be the AUD 
value of that other cryptocurrency at that time. 

 It is used to purchase something, in which case 
the “proceeds” will be the market value of what 
was purchased. 

 
The point of all this is that you must keep proper 

records. At a minimum, for any cryptocurrency 
disposed of, you must be able to identify: 

 The date when you purchased it. 

 The amount you paid for it (in Australian 
dollars). 

 The date that you sold, exchanged or otherwise 
disposed of it. 

 The value you received for it in AUD (if not 
exchanged for money, the market value of 
whatever it was exchanged for).  

 
With so many people now dabbling in cryptocurrency, 
excuses such as: “I can’t remember”, or “I don’t think 

it matters because I didn’t make any money on it” will 
not cut it anymore. 
 
The ATO expects that these records will be kept, and 
will also expect to see something entered to the 
“Capital Gains or Losses” section of your tax return. 
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EXPENSE CLAIMS AND SUBSTANTIATION 

 
This gets its own section because of its importance. 
The ATO is increasingly demanding substantiation for 
work-related expense claims, even when the amounts 
claimed are not excessive. In fact, even very modest 
claims have been the subject of ATO “reviews”. 
 
It is not unusual for the ATO to call these reviews an 
“educational exercise”, and to require documentation 
for very small amounts (eg: less than $10 or $20 for 
minor stationery items). 
 
The message is, of course, that you need to keep 
evidence of ALL amounts claimed on your tax return. 
 
Some of the key items to be aware of are: 

 
Car expenses 

This has been mentioned in previous newsletters, but it 
is worth emphasizing again. There are only two 
methods now available to claim car expenses: 
 
1. A rate of 72 cents per kilometre travelled for work-

related purposes. No log book is required, but you 
must be able to show how you arrived at your 
estimated number of kilometres. 

2. A proportion of actual expenses based on a log 
book. 

 
For method 1, the number of kilometres claimed cannot 
exceed 5,000 (which makes for a maximum claim of 
$3,600). If you have travelled more than 5,000 kms for 
work purposes, you can either limit your claim to this, 
or use method 2 to claim a proportion of all your car 
expenses based on the extent to which it was used for 
work. 
 
To use method 2 above, you must have kept a log 

book to substantiate the proportion that you are 
claiming. Please note that the ATO will not accept a 

reasonable estimate. In the event of a tax audit, your 
claims WILL BE DENIED OR DRASTICALLY 
REDUCED unless you can produce a valid log book. 
 
I am often asked what is required for a valid log book. 
Whilst some discipline and attention to detail are 
certainly necessary, it is actually quite a simple 
exercise. The following are the steps you need to take: 
 
1. Note your odometer reading when you commence 

your log book. 
2. For at least a 12-week period, note each work-

related trip. You need to note the date, the starting 
and ending odometer readings, the distance 
travelled, the start and end locations, and the 
purpose of the trip. 

3. There is NO NEED to include any private trips 
during this period. 

4. At the end of the 12-week period, note the closing 
odometer reading. 

 

Once you have the above information, the maths is 
quite easy: Deduct the starting odometer at step 1 from 
the ending odometer at step 4. This is the total distance 
travelled for ALL purposes. Add up all the work-
related distances recorded at step 2 and divide that by 
the total distance travelled. The resulting percentage is 
the proportion of car expenses you can claim. 
 
There are a few other requirements with this method: 

 The period of at least 12 weeks should be 
reasonably representative of how you normally 
use the car. 

 The period of the log book must be consecutive 
and unbroken (eg: you cannot use two separate 6-
week periods with a break between them). 

 The log book record need not be paper based (eg: 
you can use a spreadsheet), BUT the records 
MUST BE CONTEMPORANEOUS. You cannot 
“reconstruct” a log book weeks or months later. 

 The log book will be valid for up to 5 years as 
long as the pattern of vehicle use does not change 
significantly. 

 You must keep evidence of your car expenses, 
which will need to be substantiated in the event of 
an ATO audit. 

 
Novated leases 

Please note the following if your employer is providing 
you with a car under a “novated lease” arrangement: 
 
Generally, where a car is provided by an employer for 
your use, you CANNOT claim any car expenses in 
your tax return, even if you do actually incur some 
expenses from your own pocket (such as cleaning 
costs). This is because the employer generally provides 
a fuel card and pays for all registrations, insurances, 
repairs and maintenance. 
 
The ATO now receives information from salary-
packaging firms that administer novated leases and can 
identify the employees who are listed on the lease. Any 
of these employees who claim car expenses can expect 
the ATO to investigate them. 

 
Clothing and laundry expenses 

Most clothing we wear to work is not deductible for tax 
purposes. This is the case even if your employer insists 
that you must wear a particular colour (eg: black), or 
that you must wear a particular brand (eg: if you work 
in a retail clothing store). This also applies to footwear. 
If the clothing itself is not deductible, then laundry of 
that clothing is also not deductible. 
 
The exceptions are: 

 Clothing registered by the employer with the 
ATO and added to their approved list. 

 Clothing or shoes which are protective in some 
way (eg: heavy duty clothing and safety shoes or 
boots worn by a tradesperson, or perhaps even by 
an office worker who has to regularly walk 
through factory workshops or attend worksites). 
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 Clothing which identifies you clearly with a 
particular employer (for example, it has a logo) 
and would never be worn outside of work (ie: it is 
not conventional clothing). 

 Clothing which identifies you with a particular 
occupation (for example, a dentist’s coat, chef’s 
uniform, nurse’s uniform, or surgeon’s scrubs). 

 
 

Mobile phone and internet expenses 

Many people estimate these expenses and can often 
overstate the percentage of work-related use. For 
example: 
 

 “I need my phone so that I can text my boss and 

check my work shifts”. 

 “I work a lot from home and constantly use the 

internet”. 
 
The ATO is well aware of how much most people use 
their mobile phones for private use, and also how the 
internet is shared by many members of the same 
household, often used significantly for Netflix or other 
streaming services. It is also well aware that you are 
likely to have an internet connection and a mobile 
phone regardless of what type of work you do. 
 
So, if the ATO reviews your claims, they will want to 
see a representative 4-week diary of how your internet 
is actually used. You would also likely be asked to 
produce phone bills and to identify all the work-related 
calls and messages.  
 
Very onerous, I know, but this is what some taxpayers 
have been faced with. 

 
 

Voluntary superannuation contributions 

Just two brief points to mention here . . . 
 

1. The deductible limit for individuals has 
increased to $27,500 per person for this 2021-22 
year (but see also point no. 2). This includes 
deductible contributions from all sources, so if 
you are considering making extra deductible 
contributions to your Fund before 30 June, make 
sure that you allow for the amounts already paid 
by your employer. Also, you MUST notify your 

Fund of your intention to claim AND have 

received an acknowledgement from the Fund 

BEFORE making the claim on your tax return. 
The ATO is disallowing these deductions if the 
Fund has not acknowledged the notification. 
There have been some test cases which have 
made it clear that the ATO does not have any 
discretion to extend the due date for these. 

2. If you contributed less than $25,000 in any of the 
2019, 2020 and/or 2021 years, you are allowed to 
contribute any amount of unused “catch-up” 
balance this year. Please give me a call if you 
need to know what those unused “catch-up” 
amounts are. 

COMPANIES AND SMALL BUSINESS 

 
Superannuation Guarantee 

The mandatory 10% superannuation guarantee which 
applies to employee wages will increase to 10.5% on 

1 July 2022. If you have employees, please ensure 
that you make the necessary changes to your payroll 
system from that date. 
 
Also, don’t forget that in order to be tax deductible, 
your super contributions must be paid by 30 June. 
 
Company Tax Rate 

The tax rate for “base-rate” companies has been 
reduced to 25% for this 2021-22 year. 
 
A “base-rate” company is a small business company 
in which no more than 80% of its income is “passive 
income” (such as interest, dividends or rental income). 
 
Director ID requirements 

You may recall an email we sent in February about the 
new “Director ID” regime. If you are a current 
director of a company, including a company that is not 

currently trading or that functions only as trustee for a 

superannuation fund, you MUST apply for a Director 
Identification Number. Most current directors have 
until 30 November 2022 to attend to this. 
 
This is something that each director must do 
personally. We cannot do it on your behalf. Please let 
me know if you would like us to forward instructions 
on how to apply for this. 
 

Temporary Full Expensing of Business Assets 

This measure has been extended to 30 June 2023. 
Small businesses can immediately claim the full value 
of assets purchased and installed ready for use by 30 
June 2023 regardless of cost. (Special rules apply to 
cars – see page 3 of last year’s newsletter). 
 
 

TRUSTS 

 
If you use a Family or Discretionary Trust structure, 
you need to be aware of new ATO guidelines which 
apply to trust distributions made to beneficiaries on 
low tax rates (typically children) where the distribution 
either remains unpaid or is returned to the parent(s). 
 
If this is likely to have an impact on you, I will discuss 
it with you soon, in conjunction with the signing of the 
annual resolutions for distributing trust income.  
 
 

AND FINALLY . . . 

 
As always, please give me a call if you have questions 
about any of the matters discussed here, or if you 
would like assistance with year-end tax planning. 

-  Tony Kernan 


